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The Urals is one of the most industrially developed regions of Russia since the XVIII century, 
when more than 180 metal factories appeared here.  They belonged to the state and to the private 
individuals. By the end of the XVIII century, 
Ural works produced all of the Russian copper 
and almost all of its iron and cast iron. 
Moreover, for some time, Russia topped the list 
of world cast iron producers. Historiography 
proves that Ural metal served the basis for the 
British industrial revolution1. In the course of 
three gone centuries, more than 300 
metallurgical enterprises have grown in the 
Urals, some of which are still operating today. 
We use the notion “factory towns” to describe 
workers' settlements initially appeared at the 
Ural plants and connected with mining 
industry. 

Figure 1. Urals on the map between Europe and Asia 
Source: https://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/map/European-Russia-map.htm 

 

In order to represent Ural factory towns evolution in time and space, it is necessary to consider the 
types of workers' settlements; characteristics of their spatial organization; features of social 
system; modern trends in the development of old metallurgical centers and to give some examples 
of their industrial heritage conservation. 
Types of workers’ settlements. In the XVIII century, with the construction of metal factories, a 
completely new type of settlements appeared in the region. Depending on their activity, they may 
be divided into a group of ‘factory towns’ itself – located nearby iron and copper works, mines, 
salt mines, mining fields, etc., and a group of settlements located at a distance: such as piers, small 
and big villages assigned to the plants and inhabited with the peasants performing auxiliary work 
for the mining industry2. We can also subdivide villages ascribed to the factories of the early 
industrial period in Russia in accordance with the type of their owner: state-owned and private 
owned settlements. 
The Mining Enactment of 1806 introduced special status of a ‘mining town’ for settlements at the 
state-owned metal works and mines, where Mining Chief or his assistant had their office. 
According to the Mining Charter of 1832, settlements subdivided into ‘mining towns’ at state-
owned factories and ‘mining villages’, that is "all settlements that did not have the rights as mining 
towns, but were inhabited by people subordinated to the Mining Office”3. In fact, in Russia, 
Ekaterinburg became the only mining town in 1807. This meant that the Mining Chief of 
Ekaterinburg Mining District plants, along with City Duma, was responsible for the town’s 
                                                           
1 Alekseev V.V., Gavrilov D.V. Metallurgy of the Urals from ancient times to the present day. Moscow, 2008. P. 
340. 
2 Dekterev S.A. Climate and architecture of peoples’ dwelling. Sverdlovsk, 1989. P. 31. 
3 PSZ-I. Collection of Institutions and Statutes of the Mining Department in 1832. Volume VII (1832). Art. 103. Art. 
110. 
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economy, law and order. Workers and peasants of state enterprises were exempted from local 
taxes. Regime of the mining town had a controversial impact on the development of Ekaterinburg 
in the first half of the XIX century. Subordination to the authorities of mining department 
strengthened the role of Ekaterinburg as the administrative and cultural center of the mining Urals, 
promoted development of new industrial establishments serving the needs of mining factories, 
urban improvements (stone construction, road facilities), concentration of cultivated and educated 
public (represented primarily by the officials of mining department). At the same time, the harsh, 
paramilitary control of mining authorities over the life of the city restrained the growth of its 
population, diversification and capitalist evolution of the urban economy, development of liberal 
sprouts in city government. Under the pressure of bourgeois, trade and handicraft elements of 
urban population, the status of mining town was abolished in 1863 by the governmental decision 
to transfer Ekaterinburg to the civil department4. 
In the following historical period, industrial development continued to determine the appearance 
of new settlements in the region. It correlated with the development of new mineral deposits (for 
example, the village of Kudelka, 1889 (now the city Asbest), the Kachkanar mine, 1895 (now the 
city Kachkanar), construction of a railway - the village of Overino, 1885 (now the city 
Bogdanovich), construction of new large factories (Nadezhdinsk, 1894 (now the city Serov), 
Magnitogorsk, 1929. Workers' settlements nearby these enterprises in the elapse of time grew into 
big cities. 
 

 

 
Figures 2. Source: Wikpedia 

  
 

After the Second World War, the Ural region became the center of Russian nuclear industry. 
Uranium enrichment plants created here eliminated the US monopoly on nuclear weapons and 
caused foundation of cities of the defense-nuclear complex (Snezhinsk, 1957, Novouralsk, 1954, 
Lesnoy, 1947, Ozersk, 1954, Trekhgorny, 1952, etc.). Their population was quite significant 
(Novouralsk in Soviet time totaled 200 000 inhabitants, now – 81 000 people). Due to the specifics 
of their production, they are closed territorial entities5. Within the framework of the article, 
attention is focused on workers’ settlements that arose near metallurgical enterprises of the Urals. 
Characteristics of spatial organization. First factory settlements were built as log fortresses with 
defensive structures to protect against raids of Bashkir tribes. State-owned Ekaterinburg blast 
furnace, hammer, iron foundry, copper smelting and mechanical plant, put into operation in 1723, 

                                                           
4 Gorlovsky M.A. Mining city of Ekaterinburg. 1807-1863. An essay. Sverdlovsk, 1948. 
5 Kuznetsov V.N. Closed cities of the Urals. Historical essay. Ekaterinburg, 2008. 
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was a square-shaped fortress with six bastions and four half-bastions with cannons mounted on 
them, surrounded by an earthen rampart, moat and palisade.6 
 

 
 

Figures 3. Plans of Ekaterinburg in 1729 and 1734 
Source: https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Файл:План_Екатеринбурга_1729_год.jpg 

https://art-oleg.blogspot.com/2013/06/blog-post_3647.html 

 
To protect Ekaterinburg from the south four smaller fortresses (Polevskoy, Sysertskaya, 
Kosobrodskaya and Gornyy shchit) were built. Fortifications of Ekaterinburg fortress existed for 
about a century and were completely demolished by 18257. 
The choice of location for the construction of Ekaterinburg plant was determined by favorable 
geographical position in the center of the mining district, in the lowest part of the Main Urals 
Range, 25 kilometers from the river Chusovaya, which ensured floating of the goods cheaply to 
the center of the country. The river Iset, where the plant was placed, provided enough waterpower 
to the plant's engines throughout the year. The relief of the river valley, where the banks were close 
together, created the opportunity to form a large 3 kilometers long pond, which made it possible 
to erect a unique system of hydraulic structures and hydropower units to set in motion numerous 
factory mechanisms. Abundant forests provided the plant with charcoal fuel; nearby iron mines - 
with a high quality metal ore; a large number of villages inhabited by state peasants – with auxiliary 
work force and food. The already functioning state Uktus blast furnace and hammer works located 
in proximity to Ekaterinburg plant, made it possible to ensure the construction and operation of 
the plant by qualified workforce. Large forces were involved in the construction of the plant. State 
peasants of ten settlements were assigned to the plant. In addition to Russian and foreign specialists 
and apprentices from Olonets factories who came with V.I.Gennin, 58 craftsmen came from 
Demidov's factories, 97 from the state Kamensk plant, masters from Tobolsk and from Alapayevsk 
plants, soldiers from the Tobolsk regiment and prisoners. The construction was carried out at a 
rapid pace, in summer months it employed up to 3-4 thousand people, including 450-500 workmen, 
520 mounted and 1452 pedestrian peasants and 960 soldiers8. 
All production workshops, residential buildings, apartments for plant’s commanders, a building 
for the Chancellery of the highest mining authorities - Oberberghamt, St. Catherine's Church - 
were located inside the fortress. The ironworks-fortress had a strictly regular layout, all production 
and civil buildings were placed in straight lines, intersecting at right angles to the streets. Houses 
were erected on a "German model" with high roofs in "Dutch or German manners." 

                                                           
6 Kozinets L. A stone chronicle of the city. Sverdlovsk, 1989. P.27. 
7 Zorina L.I., Slukin V.M. Streets and squares of the old Ekaterinburg. Ekaterinburg, 2005. P.17. 
8 Alekseev V., Alekseeva E. L’Oural métallurgique, histoire et patrimoine. Chambéry. Université de Savoie. Édition 
française de Gracia Dorel-Ferré. 2011. P.17. 
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In 1720s-40s, Ekaterinburg plant was the largest metallurgical enterprise in Europe. It employed 
611 masters, apprentices and workers. 5 174 state peasants assigned to the plant performed 
auxiliary work on the procurement of ore, charcoal, firewood and transportation of goods9. 
Ekaterinburg plant became a model for other Ural plants construction during the entire XVIII 
century10.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Ekaterinburg in 1874 
Source: https://art-oleg.blogspot.com/2013/06/blog-post_3647.html 

 

According to the house census in 1787, 9 276 people lived in the town, 43% of them belonged to 
the families of ironworks workmen.  
The settlement, which arose near the plant, became the control center of the entire Ural mining 
industry and gave rise to the city of Ekaterinburg.  
 
The Urals mining towns were located by the riverbanks. 

                                                           
9 Gennin V.I. Description of Siberian and Ural plants. M., 1937. P. 131. 
10 Metallurgical plants in the USSR from the XVII century to 1917: Cast iron. Iron. Steel. Copper. M.; L., 1937. V.1. 
P. 301. 
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Figures 5. Source: Google maps 

 
The plant’s pond was the central forming axis of the city, dominant in the urban landscape. Ponds 
did not freeze to the bottom in winter, providing factories’ engines with power throughout the year.  

 

   
 

Figure 6. Ekaterinburg dam in 1789 
Source: https://art-oleg.blogspot.com/2013/06/blog-post_3647.html 

 
The main highway of the city, as a rule, passed over a dam. For example, the dam of the 
Ekaterinburg plant was 209 m long, 42.5 m wide, and 6.5 m height. It provided simultaneous 
operation of 50 water driven wheels with a diameter of up to 6 m.  

 
The significance of the rivers for the foundation of the plants was so great that almost 80% of the 
settlements were named after the name of the river where they appeared11. 
The main principle of the planning structure of metallurgical plants was the location of production 
buildings along the work cuts - bays. Production, which required large amounts of energy, was 
located closer to the dam, consuming less energy - farther from it. Near the dam usually was a 
blast furnace shop. It was connected with the dam by a bridge, along which ore, coal, and fluxes 
were brought to the mouth. By the blast furnace shop, bloomery fires were built, next came drill, 
anchor, steel factories, followed by smithies, locksmiths, etc. Barns and warehouses for finished 

                                                           
11 Lotareva R.M. Factory cities of Russia. XVIII – first half of the XIX century. Ekaterinburg, 1993. P.25. 
11 Alferov N.S. Architects of the old Urals. Sverdlovsk, 1960. P.154-155. 
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products, sheds for ore, coal and fluxes were located to the side of the river. The layout of the 
streets in the works settlements was different: a radial one was less common (Nevyansk, Nizhny 
Tagil), rectangular planning system was more often used (Sysert, Upper Ufaley, Binghovsky 
plant), and sometimes a mixed planning system was used, depending to natural and geographical 
conditions (Zlatoust, Kyshtym)12.  
 
Usually in the center of the settlement, there were a plant’s office, a manor house, and dwellings 
for the administration of the plant, a church, a monument, surrounded by single-stored workers 
houses. Later, with the increase in the scale of production, such a layout turned the Urals works 
settlements (and later the cities) into hotbeds of serious ecological tension. Smoke and harmful to 
human health gases emitted by the plant’s pipes enveloped the residents' houses situated around 
the plant, and in the absence of wind, they filled the entire river valley, forming a smog. Plants 
dumped the industrial wastes into ponds, the situation was even worse in spring when the melting 
snow was bringing with it the sewage, while the residents used the water for household needs and 
for drinking13. 
 

Even in the beginning of the XXth century, 
approaching Nizhne-Tagilsky plant, an 
observer could see "huge blast furnaces that let 
out clouds of black smoke, cut through by 
sheaves of bright sparks and shaggy tongues of 
fire coming out from time to time"14. Many 
contemporaries, journalists, writers described 
production workshops, mining, workers’ 
housing and other elements of the mining  
 

 
Figure 7. General view of the Zlatoust plant and the Trinity Cathedral. Photo by S.M. Prokudin-Gorsky. 1910. 
Source: http://www.ps-spb2008.narod.ru/ur_zlatoust1a.htm 

 
landscape with great artistic force and realism, which gives an interesting opportunity for a 
comparative analysis of the literary images of industrial centers in Russia and abroad. (An attempt 
of such a comparison was made with reference to the novel "Germinal" by E. Zola and the texts 
of the Ural writer D.N. Mamin-Sibiryak)15. 
 
In the beginning of the XIX century three works towns (Nevyansk, Ekaterinburg and Berezovsky) 
had a population of more than 5 000 people, 24 settlements - from 2 000 to 5 000, 18 townships - 
from 1 000 to 2 000, 12 townships - 600 to 1 000, 8 townships - 300 to 600, and 5 settlements - 
less than 100 inhabitants16. Workers’ houses, as a rule, were one-storied, one-two-three room 

                                                           
12 Ibid. 
13 Gavrilov D.V. Ecological problems of the Urals mining and metallurgical region in the late XIX - early XX 
century // Industry of the Urals in the period of capitalism: socio-economic and environmental issues. Ekaterinburg, 
1992. P. 92-94, 97-104, 106-107. 
14 Dobrokhotov F.P. North, Middle and Southern Urals. Petrograd, 1917. P. 440. 
15 Alekseeva E.V. Industrial heritage at the basis of modern development of the territory (the case of industrial 
landscape of Northern France) // Museum-reserve in the cultural space of the old industrial city. Nizhny Tagil, 2016. 
P. 10-12. 
16 Descriptions of the Urals ridge, compiled by the Perm berg-inspector P.E. Tomilov // Mining industry of the Urals 
at the turn of the XVIII - XIX centuries. Sverdlovsk, 1956. P. 154-293. 
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buildings constructed of pine. In the courtyard (often roofed to protect the utility space from rain 
and snow, which falls abundantly in the Urals during six winter months) - there were buildings for 
keeping cattle and storing hay, supplies, tools, behind the house - a kitchen garden and often a 
bathhouse. Factory owners normally did not construct housing for workers, yet there were 

exceptions: an experiment in 
Nizhny Tagil District in the 
early XIX century when 
Demidov built residential areas 
in a single planning and 60 
houses for workers of the 
Shemakhinski plant built by the 
order of their owner 
Rastorguev. The latter were 
inhabited for more than 120 
years, until the 1920s17. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8: Zlatoust. Photo by S.M. Prokudin-Gorsky. 1910. 
Source: http://www.ps-spb2008.narod.ru/ur_zlatoust1a.htm 

 
In addition to individual houses for workers, barrack-type buildings (also wooden or brick) were 
built, but residence in detached houses prevailed. Workers of state mining plants had their own 
estates and houses. State-owned apartments were provided only for the factory administration, 
doctors and paramedics at hospitals. At the mines and in the places of wood and charcoal 
procurement, the management of the plants built houses for family workers and barracks for single, 
providing shelter and heating to the workers free of charge18. Only in the 1930s, with the beginning 
of Soviet industrialization, barracks became the basic residential areas of both new and old cities, 
becoming the habitat of 2/3 workers in the Urals19. 
 
The houses of the factory owners and managers in the factory towns were two-storied, with 
mezzanines, outbuildings, winter gardens, ballrooms, front foyers, gardens and parks near the 
houses20, nice cast-iron grilles in the fence and ornaments of buildings, balconies, gates, entrances, 
porches. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
17 Golikova S.V. Factory towns – a specific type of the Ural settlements in XVIII – early XX c. // Document. 
Archive. History. Modern times. Ekaterinburg, 2003. P. 81. 
18 State-owned factories and mines of the Urals in sanitary and medical terms. Report on the business trip of a 
member of the Mining Scientific Committee prof. G. Khlopin // Mining Journal. 1916. P. 92. 
19 Postnikov S.P., Fel'dman M.A. Social and cultural features of industrial workers of Russia in 1900-1941. M., 
2009. P. 142. 
20 Lotareva R.M. Factory cities of Russia. XVIII – first half of the XIX century. Ekaterinburg, 1993. P.84–94. 
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Figure 9: Demidovs’ mansion in Nizhni Tagil 
Source: https://vladimirtan.livejournal.com/275418.html 

 
A feature of some of the Urals factory towns was the settlement of Europeans in special 
neighborhoods. In the early XIX century, houses in Italian style were built in Izhevsk for 140 
foreign specialists, mostly Swedes, Danes and Germans (together with their families they 
numbered about 300 people)21. Families of 147 foreigners (454 people altogether) lived in Zlatoust 
ironworks by 182022 in the center of the factory village, in the Big and Small German Streets in 
50 plastered, one-story houses with mezzanines, a balcony in the center of the facade, painted in 
yellow with white details and red-brown roofs.  
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10: View of the village of foreign gunsmiths. 1827. 
Watercolors by Vasily and Ivan Boyarshinov 

Source:https://zlatblog.ru/istoriya-goroda/26203-podarki-czesarevichu-aleksandru-nikolaevichu 

 
In most houses, there were two apartments, for the families of master and apprentice, with a yard 
and barns for each. Behind the houses, there were spacious gardens with bathhouses. The streets 
were lined with linden alleys. Later these houses were donated to the owners. Since the Germans 
were of different denominations, a Catholic cathedral and a Protestant church were built in 

                                                           
21 Shumilov Ye.F. «For the benefit of everyone…» Andrey Fedorovich Deryabin. An essay of life of a prominent 
man of Pushkin epoch. Izhevsk, 2004. P.100. 
22 Okuntsov Yu.P. Zlatoust armory. M., 2011. P. 23. 
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Zlatoust. At the expense of Zlatoust armory factory, large wooden building with terraces, a park 
with gazebos, tables, benches, playgrounds, were built in the pine forest, and named Freudenthal, 
"Valley of Joy". German school was organized to educate their children, a club was opened, where 
dances were organized, there was a library founded in 181723. 
By 1860, in total, 75 362 people (3.7%) lived in the cities of Perm and Perm Region (covering 
the plants of the Middle and Northern Urals); 362 924 (17,8%) - in factory towns; 316 706 
(15,6%) - in villages; and 1 279 567 (62,9%) - in small villages24. That is, the population of 
factory settlements was almost 5 times bigger than the urban population, but it was almost 4 
times less than rural. A contemporary noted, "The settlements of mining plants, both in the 
exterior and in the interior of the houses, surpass many even most significant cities."25 
Since the beginning of industrial development, factory settlements in the Ural region combined 
urban and rural features26. Even in 1935, 44% of metallurgists of Verkh-Isetsky plant in 
Ekaterinburg lived in their own houses with kitchen gardens27. 
A typical form of workers’ settlement at the newly created large industrial enterprises in the 
Urals in the 1930s were ‘socialist towns’, surrounding the industrial center. 
  
The examples of such industrial-residential areas are Uralmash district with a population of 200 
000 inhabitants in the north of Ekaterinburg;  
 

 
 

Figures 11: Uralmash district of Ekaterinburg 
Source: Photos by Elena Alekseeva 

 
Elmash (Electric Machine Building Plant) with a population of 140,000 in its northeast, towns of 
aluminum and pipe plant workers in Kamensk-Uralsky, etc. All of them have so far retained the 
pronounced features of the past eras. 
Features of the social system. The question of providing the metal works and mines with labor 
was very acute for the Urals in the XVIII century. This problem was solved by enslaving "alien 
people" (runaway, "walking", old believers, "not remembering kinship", "illegitimate", "attributed 
at will", etc.). For the new private-owned enterprises, their owners forcibly resettled their serfs, 
and bought serfs and artisans in other provinces. The government sent to the state-owned plants 

                                                           
23 Ibid. P. 24-25. 
24 Mozel' Kh. Materials for geography and statistics of Russia, collected by the officers of the General Staff. 
Permskaya guberniya. Part. II. SPb.,1864. P. 681-682. 
25 Ibid. Part. I. SPb., 1864. P. 360. 
26 Golikova S.V. Factory towns – a specific type of the Ural settlements in XVIII – early XX c. // Document. 
Archive. History. Modern times. Ekaterinburg, 2003. P. 66–87; Chagin G.N. Factory settlements of Perm region and 
their historic and cultural resources in XIX century // Herald of Chelyabinsk state university. 2011. № 12 (227). 
History. Issue. 45. P. 10–15. 
27 Postnikov S.P., Fel'dman M.A. Social and cultural features of the industrial workers in Russia in 1900-1941. M., 
2009. P. 142. 
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recruits who worked there instead of military service28. As a result, a large stratum of attached 
population, so-called mining people was formed at the factories. Their main occupation was work 
at plants and mines. The bulk of the workers were Russian, but gradually the local population 
(Komi, Udmurt, Bashkirs, Tatars, etc.) was increasingly involved in auxiliary factory works. 
All mining plants of the Urals numbered at the time of the 1st census (1718-1727) – 5 389 
workmen, by the 2nd (1741-1743) – 19 894 men, by the 3rd (1762) – 49 113 men29. The 
assignment of state peasants to the plants for performing auxiliary work - cutting wood, burning 
charcoal, mining, was significant. Their numbers increased rapidly: according to the 1st census, 
25 000 auxiliary peasants were registered; by the 2nd - 56 000 peasants, and by the 3d census – 
121 700 peasants. In the middle of the XVIII century, almost all state peasants of the Urals and 
adjacent territories, within a radius of 500-600 kilometers from the enterprises, were “assigned” 
to the mining plants30. In 1800, the so-called "indispensable workers" replaced the “assigned” 
category – they were allotted from the “assigned” peasants in proportion 58 actual workers per 
thousand of “assigned” peasants. Since then, “indispensable” workers performed auxiliary works 
and the former “assigned” peasants were released from them. 
The bulk of the workforce (up to 90%) were unskilled workers. They did not perform one specific 
job, but at the discretion of the plant management worked in different shops and in various 
industries. At the plants and mines there was a severe discipline supported by cruel corporal 
punishment. The military regime established at state-owned plants since 1834, equated workers 
with soldiers, divided them into teams headed by officers and tried them by a military court. 
Factory owners provided serf workers with land plots for the construction of houses, granted them 
pastures, meadows and arable land, firewood for the heating of dwellings free of charge. The 
majority of workers had cows and other livestock, and a considerable part also horses (used to 
perform auxiliary works and shipments). Serf workers could enjoy free medical treatment and 
school training, low-percentage loans. In state mining districts and in some private districts they 
were subsidized with small pensions at old age or in case of disability. 
In the first half of the XIX century, a new social environment was formed at the mining Urals, 
based on a system of paternalistic relations - a kind of compromise symbiosis that satisfied the 
various interests of the state, mining department, mill-owners and workers. As a result, the number 
of social infrastructure institutions (medical, educational, and public charity) dramatically 
increased. By the end of the XVIII century at the state-owned factories of the Urals, there were 
only three hospitals, two primary schools and the only hospice. By 1860s, it included 19 hospitals 
with its own pharmacies, 57 schools and six almshouses. Each state-owned factory operated at 
least one medical and educational institution, and in all six state districts, there was an almshouse. 
The same dramatic growth of social infrastructure facilities occurred in the private mining districts 
of the Urals as well. By the end of the XVIII century, they had only eight hospitals, four schools 
and three institutions of public charity. On the eve of the abolition of serfdom in 1861, 70 hospitals 
with pharmacies and 99 schools, seven almshouses, six children's shelters and a foster home for 
foundlings operated in the private mining districts of the Urals. As a result, an extensive system of 
institutions of social infrastructure, virtually unparalleled in other mining districts of the Russian 
Empire was created in the mining Urals in the first half of the XIX century31. By the time of the 
abolition of serfdom, the general level of literacy of the mining workers was significantly higher 
(7-10%) than that of the other population of the Urals (2-3%)32. 
                                                           
28 Alekseev V.V., Gavrilov D.V. Metallurgy of the Urals from ancient times to the present day. Moscow, 2008. 
P.336. 
29 Strumilin S.G. History of ferrous metallurgy in the USSR. M., 1954. V.1. The feudal period (1500-1860). P. 285, 
308, 335. 
30 Alekseev V.V., Gavrilov D.V. Metallurgy of the Urals from ancient times to the present day. Moscow, 2008. 
P.337. 
31 Chernoukhov E.A. Social infrastructure of the mining districts of the Urals in the XIX century: state and private 
types. Doctor of Historical Sciences Thesis. Ekaterinburg, 2016. P. 410-411. 
32 Literacy and educational level of the mining population of the Urals in 1861-1885 // Public education in the Urals 
in the XVIII - early XX century. Sverdlovsk, 1990. P. 50. 
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Essential elements of paternalistic system were solemn meetings of the owners who occasionally 
came to their plants, as well as solemn meals at the expense of factory owners for all workers on 
the birthday of the owner or on a religious holiday. On such a day all the work stopped. In the 
morning, residents of the town dressed in festive attire went to church, and then several thousand 
men (without women) sat down at once for outdoor dining tables. Pies, cabbage soup, fried beef 
were distributed to everyone in large portions, as well as wine and beer. 
 

 
 

Figures 12: Monuments in Nizhni Tagil 
Source: https://fototerra.ru/Russia/Nizhnij-Tagil/S-Z-7926.html 

 
Owners and managers of the plants played a key role in the development of industrial production 
and evolution of the factory towns. Private entrepreneurs leaded the industrial development of new 
territories from 1740s. From the total number of newly built factories, only 3 belonged to the state, 
while 79 – to private owners33. The main stimulus, which caused the inflow of big capitals into the 
Urals metallurgy in 1740-1800, was high profitability of mining enterprises. The net profit equaled 
150 - 270%34. The government encouraged industrial activities of private individuals in every way. 
Merchants Osokins, I.B. Tverdyshev, I.S. Myasnikov, M.M. Pokhodyashin actively participated 
in the industrial colonization of new territories in the middle of the XVIII century. There were also 
representatives of the titled nobility and major officials - count P.I. Shuvalov, Prince M.M. 
Golitsyn, Chief Procurator of the Senate A.I. Glebov; count Strogonovs launched a large-scale 
construction of metallurgical plants in their estates as well. Mid XVIII century was the apogee of 
the Demidovs prestige and influence in the Urals. Then the Demidovs owned 40 metallurgical 
plants. In 1750, they produced 43% of all Russian (61% of the Urals) cast iron. In the next century, 
when production was fine-tuned and could function without the personal participation of the plants 
owners, the type of the Ural plants and mines owners changed. Instead of the talented organizers, 
vigorous entrepreneurs, who personally went into all the details of mining business, plant owners 
came to pay attention only to receiving certain revenues from the factories, conjuncture of the 
world and home markets for metals. 
Before the socialist revolution of 1917, Nizhny Tagil adorned the monument to Nikolai Nikitich 
Demidov that was near the Cathedral of Entry into Jerusalem, opposite the main plant’s office, 
and to Andrei Nikolaevich Karamzin - on Saldinskaya Street. In 1849 - 1853 Karamzin was the 
chief manager of the Tagil ironworks and left a great memory in the population, as a humane and 
approachable person, who often agreed to be the godfather in the families of ordinary workers. 
The monument was built at the expense of workers and employees of the plant35. After the 
revolution of 1917, all the monuments of the tsarist era were destroyed, replaced by monuments 
to the revolutionaries and Lenin. The image of the exploiting capitalist was cultivated in the 

                                                           
33 Alekseev V.V., Gavrilov D.V. Metallurgy of the Urals from ancient times to the present day. Moscow, 2008. P. 
336. 
34 Ibid. P. 334. 
35 Dobrokhotov F.P. North, Middle and Southern Urals. Petrograd, 1917. P. 447. 
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popular consciousness. Only recently, in 2007, anew, a monument to Nikolai Nikitich Demidov 
was erected in Nizhny Tagil. 
 
According to the data of the 10th census (1857-1858), there were 331 100 serfmen at the Ural 
mining plants. On the eve of the abolition of serfdom, only half of the total number of men that 
belonged to the plants worked there. Considerable part of serf workers was engaged in handicrafts, 
trade and cartage. Instead of performing "the due work at a plant", they paid rent to a factory owner 
or hired someone else to work for them at a plant. In view of the economic unprofitability of serf 
labor, factory owners resorted to hired labor. Free workers accounted for about 40% of all workers, 
including: at the factory works - up to 20 - 25%, in auxiliary jobs - up to 80 - 90%36. 
Workers of the Ural plants were not very enthusiastic about the abolition of serfdom in 1861, 
because the plant owners sponsored them, granted benefits and in-kind payments. The plants 
owners maintained churches, hospitals and schools that were free of charge for the workers. In 
1865-1885 the number of workers in the Ural mining industry increased from 125 000 to 187 000 
people and reached 308 100 people in 1900. Almost two-thirds of them were engaged in auxiliary 
work on preparation of ore, coal, firewood, etc.37. 
Population of the old factory towns grew, and some of them approached or even outstripped 
provincial capital cities. In 1897, 30 000 people lived in the settlement of Nizhnetagilsky plant, 21 
000 in Votkinsky plant. In 1900 Ekaterinburg numbered 55 000 and Zlatoust 25 000 people. In 
1910 population of Izhevsk Plant was 47 000 people. Population of capital cities of the provinces 
in 1900 equaled 44 000 in Perm, 26 000 in Vyatka, and 59 000 in Ufa38.  
At the turn of the XIX - XX centuries, shops, restaurants, coffee houses, taverns, etc. became an 
integral part of economy in the large factory towns. In 1890s amateur theaters operated in Ufa, 
Zlatoust, Nizhny Tagil, Verkh-Neyvinsk, Talitsky works, Kasly, Sim, Bereznyaki, South Kamsk, 
Ocher, Beloretsk, Ust-Katav, Blagoveshchensk plant, etc. In 1890, Zlatoust workers rewarded 
young Fyodor Chaliapin, a future world famous opera singer, with "amicable applause". In 
September 1900, a theater for 1 100 people was opened in the village of Verkhisetsky plant, near 
Ekaterinburg. 
The 1930s became the time of the true industrial revolution for the Urals. Newly constructed giants 
as the Urals Heavy Machinery Plant (1928-1931), the Urals Aluminum Plant, the Chelyabinsk 
Tractor Plant, the Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Plant, etc. became the basis of the Soviet industry. 
The rapid growth of industry and transport led to an accelerated urbanization of the region: rural 
population moved to the cities to perform the first five-year plans as workers at the factories. In 
these years,  
 
 

                                                           
36 Alekseev V.V., Gavrilov D.V. Metallurgy of the Urals from ancient times to the present day. Moscow, 2008. 
P.393. 
37 Gavrilov D.V. Workers of the Urals in the period of pre-monopoly capitalism. 1861-1900. (Number, composition, 
position). M., 1985. P. 30, 36, 45. 
38 Alekseev V.V., Gavrilov D.V. Metallurgy of the Urals from ancient times to the present day. Moscow, 2008. 
P.176. 
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Figure 13: A plot in the collective garden of workers in Verkhnyaya Pyshma 
Source: Photo from the personal archive of the author 

 
568 000 people lived in 100 towns and workers' settlements, which arose near metallurgical 
enterprises, that is, almost every tenth inhabitant of the Ural region39. Until the early 1930s, three-
fourths of the workers owned a small plot of land.  That still significantly influenced their 
psychology. In 1934, 30% of families owned a vegetable garden in Serov, 25% in Nizhnetagilski, 
99% in Nizhnesaldinski and 87% in Verhnesaladinski factory towns40. 
 
In 1940-50s, 36 of 59 Urals ferrous metallurgy enterprises, were located in medium and small 
towns and were city-forming. Since 1960s in a number of such cities, depressive tendencies began 
to appear. Over time, the resource base of enterprises depleted, and fixed assets were wearing out. 
They needed reconstruction or reorientation to another type of product, but this was not done in 
due time. Nevertheless, in 1960s construction of housing, cultural and educational institutions, 
preschools and schools, shops, canteens, cafes and restaurants in workers settlements expanded, 
towns and cities became greener and more comfortable. However, metallurgical enterprises did 
not pay due attention to the deterioration of ecological situation in workers settlements41. 
In 1970-80s metallurgy was the main branch of economy in 44 Ural cities. In 15 of them, the 
number of workers employed at the plants, surpassed 70% in the total structure of industrial 
workers in the city (Karabash - 90%, Krasnoturinsk, Kirovgrad - 80-90%). At Magnitogorsk 
Metallurgical Combine in 1980, 48 354 workers worked, at Nizhny Tagil Combine – 41 49642. 
The total number of workers in the Urals metallurgy in 1985 reached 563 600, which was 19,3% 
of all workers in the Urals43. Due to demodernization of 1990s in connection with the decline in 
production, the number of metallurgists has sharply decreased, their educational and qualification 
level dropped, and unemployment appeared. The city-forming role of metallurgy has turned into 
a disaster for townspeople who lost their jobs at a metallurgical plant and who did not have the 
opportunity to get it elsewhere44. 
 
Modern trends in the development of old industrial centers and examples of conservation of 
industrial heritage. After a difficult period of the late 1980s - 1990s, associated with the 
breakdown of the state, social and production system, which meant de-industrialization, collapse 
of production, destruction of the habitat, decomposition of social and cultural ties, new trends 
began to form in the 2000s, embodied in the reframing of productive activities and social life of 

                                                           
39 Ibid. P.205. 
40 Denisevich M.N. Individual farms in the Urals (1930-1985). Ekaterinburg, 1991. P. 77. 
41 Alekseev V.V., Gavrilov D.V. Metallurgy of the Urals from ancient times to the present day. Moscow, 2008. 
P.691. 
42 Zapariy V.V. Ferrous metallurgy of the Urals in the 70-90's of the XX century. Ekaterinburg, 2003. P. 249. 
43 Martyushov L.N. Industrial workers of the Urals in 1955-1985. Ekaterinburg, 1999. P. 60. 
44 Alekseev V.V., Gavrilov D.V. Metallurgy of the Urals from ancient times to the present day. Moscow, 2008. 
P.211. 
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urban settlements in the Urals. One of such tendencies is connected with the modernization of the 
production structure of enterprises in accordance with the latest technologies. It allows the plants 
to successfully operate in the world market and, consequently, play a significant role as city-
forming enterprises, sponsor social projects, contribute to the development of public life in the 
city, its natural and cultural landscape.  
 

 

 
 
 

 
Figures 14: A general view of the city and a street in Verkhnyaya Pyshma 
Sources: 
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%92%D0%B5%D1%80%D1%85%D0%BD%D1%8F%D1%8F_%D0%9F%D1%8B%D1%8
8%D0%BC%D0%B0#/media/%D0%A4%D0%B0%D0%B9%D0%BB:Verkhnyaya_Pyshma_Panorama.jpg 
https://uraloved.ru/goroda-i-sela/sverdlovskaya-obl/verhnaya-pishma 

 
As an example, let's turn to the town of Verkhnyaya Pyshma, located 15 km from Ekaterinburg. It 
arose as a Copper Mine settlement in 1854 along with the beginning of the development of copper 
ore in the sources of the Pyshma River. In 1867 a small copper smelting plant appeared, which 
became the city-forming enterprise. However, by the beginning of the XX century, the ore reserves 
began to deplete and the settlement stopped in its development. A new impetus to the growth of 
the city was industrialization. In 1929 the construction of a copper electrolytic plant began, which 
produced its first copper in 1934. In 1946, the working village was transformed into a city.  
 
 

 
 

Figures 15: 
Copper production in Verkhnyaya Pyshma. 

Photo by Elena Alekseeva 

 
Today, about 65 000 people live in Pyshma, which is called the "Copper Capital of the Urals" and 
is one of the most dynamically developing municipalities in the Sverdlovsk Region, even attracting 
residents of Ekaterinburg for work. 
In recent years, the city-forming enterprise "Uralelectromed" (the number of employees is about 
8 000 people) financed construction of Sports Palace, city swimming pool; Orthodox churches, a 
copper mosque (the largest in Sverdlovsk region).  
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Figures 16: A church and a mosque in Verkhnyaya Pyshma.  
Photos by Elena Alekseeva and from the site 

https://uraloved.ru/goroda-i-sela/sverdlovskaya-obl/verhnaya-pishma 

 
 

"Uralelectromed" is the enterprise of the Ural Mining and Metallurgical Company Holding 
(UMMC), which unites more than 40 enterprises of various industries, medical clinics, green 
houses complex, etc. Thanks to it, central streets in Verkhnyaya Pyshma were reconstructed, 
modern residential complexes are built.  
 
There is an excellent museum of military equipment. 
  

 
 

Figure 17: Museum of military equipment in Verkhnyaya Pyshma. 
Photo by Elena Alekseeva 

   

In May 2018, the Museum of 20th century Autos opened its doors for the public. 
 

 
 
Figure 18: Museum of 20th century Autos 
Photo by Elena Alekseeva 
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Figure 19: Exposition of the Museum. 
Photo by Elena Alekseeva 

 

 
 

Figure 20: Exposition of the Museum. 
Photo by Elena Alekseeva 

 

 
 

Figure 21: Exposition of the Museum. 
Photo by Elena Alekseeva 

 

 
 

Figure 22: Exposition of the Museum. 
Photo by Elena Alekseeva 

 

Palaces of Ice Sports, Water Sports, Sambo, Technical Creativity, a Tour Theater, Museum of 
Aviation, Planetarium, and Karting Center are also places of citizens’ attraction in the city. Plan 
of its development "Forward, Verkhnyaya Pyshma!" aimed at this industrial center transforming 
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into a modern, new type city is realized by the city administration with the participation of UMMC-
Holding and “Uralelektromed”, which in the last 10 years invested additional 11.5 billion rubles 
in the local budget45.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 23: "Forward, Verkhnyaya Pyshma!" Poster at the apartment block in the city street. Photo 
by Elena Alekseeva 

 
 
 

 
 

Figures 24: Art in Verkhnyaya Pyshma 
Source: https://uraloved.ru/goroda-i-sela/sverdlovskaya-obl/verhnaya-pishma 

 
Verkhnyaya Pyshma is on the way from the city of miners and metallurgists to a city of integrated 
development of human potential46. 
In addition to “Uralelectromed”, the industrial complex of the city is represented by enterprises of 
machine building, metal processing, non-ferrous metallurgy, chemical and food industries, 
construction industry, among which are “Urals Chemical Reagent Plant”, “Uralredmet”, 
“Ekaterinburg Non-Ferrous Metals Processing Plant”, “Ural locomotives Plant". 
 

                                                           
45 "The Copper Capital of the Urals" - the official brand of Verkhnyaya Pyshma http://movp.ru/msu/administratsiya-
go-verhnyaya-pyishma/novosti/media/2018/7/11/mednaya-stolitsa-urala-ofitsialnyij-brend-verhnej-pyishmyi/ 
46 In Verkhnyaya Pyshma, a team was formed to develop a mono type industrial city 
http://movp.ru/msu/administratsiya-go-verhnyaya-pyishma/novosti/media/2017/7/11/v-verhnej-pyishme-
sformirovana-komanda-po-razvitiyu- monogoroda/ 
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Figures 25: Photos of the plants in Verkhnyaya Pyshma by Elena Alekseeva and from the sites 
Sources: http://www.uralredmet.ru/;/http://www.upcr.ru/;https://ezocm.ru/about/general-information/ 

 

Active social and sports life is among the priorities of these plants. Dozens of sports, tourist, family 
and cultural-mass corporate events are held at the enterprises. Employees take part in various 
forums and competitions on professional skills of all-Russian, regional and city level. Winners are 
rewarded with money prizes, letters of commendation, corporate souvenirs47. 
 
Enterprises show much care about factory veterans. For example, the "veteran workshop" of JSC 
"Uralelectromed" numbers about 6 000 people, who annually receive social and material 
assistance. Over 1 000 pensioners receive a non-state corporate pension at the expense of the 
enterprise. Veterans of labor take part in various events.  
Enterprises participate in the improvement of urban environment48. “Uralelectromed” together 
with the city administration and department of culture perform the project for the reconstruction 
of the city square of military glory49. 
Formation of local identity is promoted by mass media (city newspaper “Krasnoye Znamya” 
(“The red banner”), TV UMMC50), corporate and city holidays. Every year, celebration of the 
City Day timed to the Day of Metallurgist professional holiday, attracts large number of citizens 
who take part in various events, competitions, enjoying traditional evening concert and colorful 
fireworks51. 
Significant efforts are invested in the formation of a new, educated, professionally advanced 
young generation. Children, who spent a season in a summer camp “Selenium” by JSC 
“Uraelektromed”, were acquainted with sights of Spain, its history and culture, had an 

                                                           
47 A "ballet" of motor vehicles at "Uralelectromed" http://movp.ru/msu/predpriyatiya-go-verhnyaya-pyishma/ao-
uralelektromed/media/2016/10/12/na-uralelektromedi-sostoyalsya-balet-avtomashin/ 
48 "Uralelectromed" took part in the All-Russian ecological clean-up "Green Russia" 
http://movp.ru/msu/predpriyatiya-go-verhnyaya-pyishma/ao-uralelektromed/media/2017/9/20/uralelektromed-
prinyala-uchastie-vo -vserossijskom-ekologicheskom-subbotnike-zelyonaya-rossiya / 
49 Uralelectromed reconstructs the square of military glory in Verkhnyaya Pyshma 
http://movp.ru/msu/administratsiya-go-verhnyaya-pyishma/novosti/media/2016/4/8/uralelektromed-rekonstruiruet-
skver-voinskoj-clavyi-v-verhnej -pyishme / 
50 RESTART: "The Red Banner" in the VIDEO format http://movp.ru/msu/administratsiya-go-verhnyaya-
pyishma/novosti/media/2018/8/29/perezagruzka-krasnoe-znamya-v-videoformate/С 
51 In Verkhnyaya Pyshma was held the City Day - Metallurgist Day http://movp.ru/msu/administratsiya-go-
verhnyaya-pyishma/novosti/media/2018/7/16/v-verhnej-pyishme-proshel-den-goroda-den -metallurga / 
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opportunity to master initial course of Spanish language with the help of unusual lecturer - 
Honorary Consul of Spain in Ekaterinburg Francisco de Borja Rodriguez Pantoja de Ory52. 

 
 

Figures 26: UMMC Technical University in Verkhnyaya Pyshma 
Source: wikipedia  

 
At the junction of the educational and production spheres, a unique project arose - the Technical 
University of UMMC. It is a higher educational institution of industry, offering basic and advanced 
professional training courses for workers, engineers and managers at all levels for various 
industrial enterprises. This is the only private university in Russia, which gives a higher technical 
education. Several thousand employees of industrial companies in Russia annually receive 
advanced training there. 
 
Thus, in Verkhnyaya Pyshma, a city-forming enterprise, “Uralelektromed” plant, is actively 
involved in changing the city's image, creating a vast social infrastructure: institutions of 
education, medicine, culture, sports, and new residential quarters. This is an example of the fact 
that factory settlements in the modern era do not necessarily end up in the dustbin of history, but 
on the base of historic traditions, may as well transform themselves in a creative way. 
 

 
 

                                                           
52 Bienvenido in Selenium http://movp.ru/msu/administratsiya-go-verhnyaya-
pyishma/novosti/media/2016/8/3/bienvenido-v-selen/ 
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Figures 27: Building of the old platinum and gold plant in Ekaterinburg 
Photo by Elena Alekseeva 

 
An interesting example of the industrial heritage transformation is connected with the same city. 
In 2007, “Ekaterinburg Non-Ferrous Metals Processing Plant” moved to Verkhnyaya Pyshma. 
The plant was established in Ekaterinburg in 1916.  
In Russia, it laid the basis for industrial purification of platinum mined in the Ural fields and the 
production of pure platinum group metals (palladium, iridium, rhodium, osmium and ruthenium).  
In Soviet era, it was the basic organization for standardization of precious metals, alloys and 
industrial products made of them, produced one-kilogram measured ingots of gold, jewelry, etc.  
After the decision to transfer production facilities to Pyshma, various projects were considered for 
using the former factory space in the very center of Ekaterinburg.  Now the building of the former 
plant in Ekaterinburg is restored and became the residential, office and exhibition space "Main 
Avenue".  
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Figures 28. Source:  
http://www.1723.ru/map/l.s.p.sh/lenina-8.htm 

 

 
 

Figure 29: Non-ferrous metal processing plant in Ekaterinburg in Soviet period and nowadays 
Source: https://ekb.cian.ru/zhiloy-kompleks-glavnyy-prospekt-ekaterinburg-26398/ 

  
Art gallery opened in February 2018. Its vast spaces are allocated to the works by famous pop 
artists (Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Takashi Murakami, Keith Haring, Robert Rauschenberg, 
etc.), paintings by famous Ural artists, exhibits of the stone museum.  
 

 
 

                                            Figures 30: Exhibits of the Alexei Antonov workshop displayed in the gallery 
Photos by Elena Alekseeva 

 
The exposition of the gold room presents a collection of Russia's first gold ore mined in the Urals 
at Berezovski mine, unique precious gems and other treasures from private collections.  
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Figure 31: Art workshop “Gutenberg” in the gallery. 
Photo by Elena Alekseeva 

 
In the so-called “art workshop” visitors can work on printed graphics. The new site is an exhibition 
and educational space with regular open lectures and master classes53. 
 

 
 
Figure 32: An exhibition of posters in the gallery. 
Photo by Elena Alekseeva 

 
To sum up, Ural factory settlements (many of which in the course of urbanization grew into large 
cities) include the following typical features. Emergence of settlements as a consequence of the 
organization of industrial production. A typical planning around the factory dam. Construction of 
quarters in the European style for the residence of foreign technical specialists (in Izhevsk, 
Zlatoust). Ambivalence of international contacts (from broad inclusion in the global economic, 
innovative technological and cultural space to strictly closed nuclear cities). Evolution in space - 
from enclosed fortified settlements to industrial conurbations. Tight connection of production and 
residential functions. Socialist-type settlements around Soviet time plants. A large number of 
single-industry towns54. Tight liaison of the factory towns’ inhabitants and the land is one of the 
constants of lifestyles still existing today. Historically, to ensure the workers of the metal works 
with food and their horses with fodder, the owners of mines and plants were compelled to provide 
them with plots of land and mowing. In Soviet period, factory workers were allocated with small 
land plots that served as kitchen gardens and played an important role in the provision of food for 
the family in the years of Soviet food shortages. In current period of supermarket abundance, their 

                                                           
53 https://xn--80aebkthcskjbkor0k.xn--p1ai/ 
54 Alekseeva Е., Kazakova-Apkarimova Е. Les cités ouvrières de l’Oural (ХVIIIe - ХХe siècle) et l’émergence 
d’une culture industrielle régionale // Villages ouvriers et villes-usines à travers le monde. Édition de Gracia Dorel-
Ferrè. Université de Savoie Mont Blanc. 2016. P. 121-135. 
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significance as a food resource has decreased, but many residents of the Urals preserve them as a 
potential for recreation and leisure.  
 

 
 

Figure 32: Ekaterinburg today 
Source: https://sergeyurich.livejournal.com/750895.html 

 
All of the above can become a basis for spatial-temporal visualization of landscape evolution by 
means of computer modeling with elements of augmented reality. A characteristic feature of this 
visual reconstruction will be the demolition of church buildings in the Soviet era and 
transformation of housing from small wooden one-storied individual buildings into apartment 
blocks made of concrete and bricks. 
In a broad comparative aspect, it is obvious that spatial and essential transformation of workers’ 
settlements is variable. On one side of this imaginary scale, for example, is the village of Suzun in 
Novosibirsk region, which from the factory center (the mint at the Nizhne-Suzunsky copper works, 
which operated in 1766-1847, provided a copper coin for the whole of Siberia), turned into a 
successful agricultural region. A counterexample is the concentration of modern industrial 
enterprises in Verkhnyaya Pyshma which is also a good illustration of the profound changes in 
cultural landscape - from an unremarkable factory village to an excellent culture center. This and 
other examples also show a change in the mechanism of social ties and motivation - from 
paternalism to modern corporatism. 
Workers’ settlements are distinguished by a bright national and regional variety, but the 
circumstances of their origin and trajectory of evolution often have much in common, which opens 
up wide opportunities for their classification and comparative study both within a single country 
and in an international context. Taking into account the growing recognition of industrial heritage 
as a valuable element of global human culture on the part of the international community, regional 
authorities, educational institutions, we consider creating a modern multimedia textbook on 
industrial heritage, with a section on workers’ settlements, highly relevant. Thanks to the efforts 
of colleagues and especially Gracia Dorel-Ferré, the results presented in publications55 and 
discussions at conferences, a significant part of the way to prepare such a section is already passed. 
 
                                                           
55 Villages ouvriers et villes-usines à travers le monde. Édition de Gracia Dorel-Ferrè. Université de Savoie Mont 
Blanc. 2016. 
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Uralelectromed reconstructs the square of military glory in Verkhnyaya Pyshma 
http://movp.ru/msu/administratsiya-go-verhnyaya-
pyishma/novosti/media/2016/4/8/uralelektromed-rekonstruiruet-skver-voinskoj-clavyi-v-verhnej 
-pyishme / 
"Uralelectromed" took part in the All-Russian ecological clean-up "Green Russia" 
http://movp.ru/msu/predpriyatiya-go-verhnyaya-pyishma/ao-
uralelektromed/media/2017/9/20/uralelektromed-prinyala-uchastie-vo -vserossijskom-
ekologicheskom-subbotnike-zelyonaya-rossiya / 
"The Copper Capital of the Urals" - the official brand of Verkhnyaya Pyshma 
http://movp.ru/msu/administratsiya-go-verhnyaya-pyishma/novosti/media/2018/7/11/mednaya-
stolitsa-urala-ofitsialnyij-brend-verhnej-pyishmyi/ 
 

 
Figure 33: Malachite. Photo by Elena Alekseeva 


